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I'T isVerti!S*Umfd in this paper that the arches possess a 
% f a, 3x*s symmetry, have a rise less than 1/7 to 
iteijjh sPan> and that the supports are at the same 

assurnm-t’ ^urther, the computation is based on the 
f°rmiv j'.0n ^at the live load can be considered as uni- 
atld sim"iStr^U^e<^ as ^or passenger bridges, floors, roofs 
Parabo] Har structures ; that the arch takes the form of a 
Sl"snifir.a’ and that the moments of inertia do not vary

'«“uicantly 
Tbarches ^.r®sults arrived at are also applicable to circular 

s'derabi h- su®cient accuracy, while for arches with con- 
die ger|e differences in the cross-section at various points 
tures €rai formulae for statically indeterminate 

*1°WeV€rUsft be applied. The formulae given here will, 
h>r tjj or this case, as a rule, serve as a useful guide 

otermination of trial dimensions. 
t types which will be considered are : (1) the arch 

0 n'nges at the springing lines, and (2) the arch

is, on account of the choice of the statically indeterminate 
quantity already referred to, a curved beam with one fixed 
and one roller end. SM is the e nxed
produced by the same load.

From the general theory for statically indeterminate 
structures it is known that the deflections can be de-
“v”forcesa\cetWnn m°m€nt® °Ccasioned by the so-called 

v forces, acting on a simply supported beam
same span as the arch ; taking into account the assump-
t,ons mentioned in the introduction the “v” forces will be

ydx,

movement of the roller end

with the

V =

where y is the ordinate to the centre line of the arch 
measured from the line between the hinges. The values 
of y corresponding to the various abscissæ * 
by the equation of the parabola which forms 
line of the arch,

struc-

are given 
the centre

The
with

4/
y = — x (i —-x),T 1’4 y B f being the rise of the arch, l the span, and * the abscissa 

measured from a hinge. When these “v” forces act on 
a simply supported beam, they will 'produce reactions 
which are equal to half the area between the arch and 
the line connecting the hinges, or lift; whence the 
bending moment (= 8ma) at the point with the abscissa x

ydx, (x — x.) (see Fig. i.);

of the parabola
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Fig. 1.
Without v
o *-he on In^es‘ The method followed in their analysis 

s^tife]^e developed by Professors Müller-Breslau and
Tfi,ndeter ®.Tw°-Hinged Arch.—This arch has one statically 

*°ntal _lnate quantity and as such is chosen the hori- 
aCd°tis a essure. The vertical components of the re- 
y there? directly determinable by the statical equations 
r°ss-Se °re not influenced by the dimensions of the 

$llPpOrts 100 tbe ar°h nor by a slight yielding of the

/.yifix—

and by application of the equation

I lor
A

- >5/x (l~x) [1 +------ (—)>].
The l 1ec)Uation of the line of influence of the horizontal 

re 's X =
The denominator 8M Qf the expression for the statically 
indeterminate quantity is

Pressu
------ ; «ma being the deflections of the

tlf a horj?'nlS’ m> of the centre line of the arch, caused 
e stat;c ,?nta^ Pressure of unity acting as sole load on 

y determinate auxiliary system. This system

yari

" /.8 y'dx + li'

where i is the constant radius of inertia.
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analysis of statically indeterminate
FLAT ARCHES

studies of the two-hinged arch and arch without hinges—a uni
formly DISTRIBUTED LIVE LOAD ASSUMED OVER PARABOLIC STRUCTURE
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